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Abstract 
 
This article interrogates historiographical debates over discipline and 
charity in the penal reform era. We cannot evaluate philanthropy solely in 
terms of class discipline or normalization, it argues, if we wish to 
understand the often intimate relationships binding agents and recipients 
of charity, even in the prison. While deconstructing the language of 
sympathy employed by penal reformers, historians have been sceptical of 
purportedly grateful prisoner testimony. This article proposes we re-
consider such evidence to ask how “kindness” was understood and felt by 
benefactors and recipients, in terms of what they said and - as importantly - 
what they did. Drawing on new scholarship on kindness and reciprocity, it 
explores the active role of prisoners and their families in negotiating the 
philanthropic exchange. 
 
The article investigates a pioneering rehabilitation programme run by Sarah 
Martin, prison visitor at Great Yarmouth Borough Gaol, 1818-1843. 
Scrutinizing her accounts of working with offenders, it analyzes immediate 
and longer-term reactions by prisoners and their families to Christian 
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instruction and welfare. Reconstructing the post-discharge experiences of 
43 “liberated prisoners,” it assesses the role played by Christian 
reclamation in desistance from crime, alongside employment and family 
ties. Testimony from former offenders and their relatives suggests most did 
not see Christian ideals of duty and fellowship as alien to their values; 
rather, these corresponded with a laboring-class ethics of kinship and 
neighborliness. If we want to appreciate the agency of the poor in the 
wider charity economy, the article concludes, we must examine how 
recipients acted in accordance with their own social and moral codes and 
not only with those of their benefactors. 
  
Keywords: Discharged prisoner, offending, rehabilitation, penal reform, 
philanthropy, charity, Christianity, kindness, reciprocity, gift exchange, 
Sarah Martin, Great Yarmouth 
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Kindness and Reciprocity:  
Liberated Prisoners and Christian Charity in Early Nineteenth-Century 
England 
 
It is no longer fashionable to examine the early programs for prisoner 
reform in terms of charity and compassion. Nowhere have the 
humanitarian motives of philanthropists been subject to more revision than 
in the historiography on penal reform in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries.1 Since the groundbreaking work on the formation of the modern 
penitentiary by Michel Foucault in Discipline and Punish (1975) and  
Michael Ignatieff in A Just Measure of Pain (1978), the reconstitution of the 
criminal as penitent, individualized subject of a regulating gaze has been its 
dominating theme.2 However benevolent reformers believed their 
intentions to be, scholars have argued that moral correction amounted to 
normalization and control.  The coercive nature of prisoner reform has 
been seen as prefiguring the disciplinary methods promoted by Victorian 
philanthropy: domestic missions, rescue societies, reformatories and the 
Charity Organisation Society. Yet the Foucauldian premise that state and 
voluntary institutions worked to reconstruct their subjects as “docile 
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bodies” has tended to obscure the intimate and affective relationships that 
sometimes bound reformers and those they hoped to serve.  
In this article I re-examine the association between discipline and 
charity by investigating the pioneering scheme of prisoner reclamation 
undertaken by Sarah Martin (1791-1843), Christian visitor at Great 
Yarmouth Borough Gaol between 1818 and 1843. Martin was exceptional 
among prison philanthropists in attending to the condition of offenders not 
only under sentence but after release, helping them find employment and 
supporting destitute families. Though her work received little notice 
outside Yarmouth during her lifetime, the Prison Inspector Captain William 
John Williams recorded conversations with Martin in his annual reports, 
1836-43, and recommended her methods be adopted elsewhere with the 
formation of Discharged Prisoner Associations.3 In her “Liberated Prisoners 
Book,” Martin tracked what she saw as the progress and backsliding of ex-
offenders, noting letters and visits from former inmates and their relatives. 
Only extracts from this book survive in Martin’s posthumous memoir (1844) 
and in the Reports of the Prison Inspectorate.4 Focusing on this evidence, I 
consider how the convicted may have experienced the philanthropic 
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exchange, and what their responses might tell us about the meanings of 
kindness and reciprocity for the poor. 
Despite growing interest in the history of emotions, kindness has 
been analyzed more as discourse than as felt experience.5 In a seminal 
article, Randall McGowen dissected the rhetoric of compassion deployed by 
penal reformers, arguing that they invoked a “powerful sympathy” with the 
“outcast.”6 Correction based exclusively on physical punishment and harsh 
confinement, they contended, would only “harden” the wrongdoer; 
instead, through personal intercourse and religious instruction in a well-
managed prison, philanthropists could awaken offenders’ moral 
sensibilities and affections. “It is wonderful to observe the effects of 
kindness and care on some of these forlorn poor creatures,” wrote 
Elizabeth Fry in 1820 of female inmates at Newgate Gaol; “- how it tenders 
their hearts, and makes them susceptible of impression.”7  
Prisoners were expected to “feel an inner compulsion to join in 
sympathy with those who confined them,” claimed McGowen, and this 
“identification” marked “the crucial moment in their reformation,” when 
they assented to the class mentality of their teachers.8 At Newgate, for 
example, the women unanimously raised their hands “to be bound by” 
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Fry’s rules and “to assist each other in obedience.”9 Sympathetic 
engagement, concludes McGowen, betrayed reformers’ “yearning for order 
and the repression of social difference.”10 Yet this is to view the 
philanthropic relationship – the experience of a “powerful sympathy” – 
from the perspective of the guide. What of recipients who appear willingly 
to have consented to discipline? Eagerness to adopt a new line of conduct, 
as in the case of the Newgate women, may have been influenced by fellow 
inmates and their kin outside the prison gates as much as by their 
instructors.   
To investigate inmate responses to prison discipline and reclamation 
we must turn to writings by Christian reformers, since independent 
testimony by the convicted, aside from autobiographies by atypically well-
educated prisoners, has rarely survived.11 Illness prevented Sarah Martin 
including in her memoir, as she had intended, “a few short accounts of 
some prisoners, to whom God brought the truth with power to their 
conversion.”12 The editor followed Martin’s  original plan by incorporating 
examples of reclamation from the “Liberated Prisoners Book,” alongside 
cases of more diffident offenders, to illustrate the transformative effects of 
Christian instruction and the challenges facing prison discipline. Martin’s 
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Brief Sketch was the first in a series of memoirs and treatises by chaplains 
and visitors to use prisoner voices, biography, confessions, and letters to 
vindicate the salutory and lasting effects of Christian pastorship.13 In the 
1840s, as debates intensified over the merits of deterrence versus 
reclamation, and particularly over the competing systems of separate 
confinement and silent association, reformers invoked prisoner testimony 
to support their preferred methodology.14  
That penitent “voices” of the convicted were conscripted to 
legitimate prison discipline seems to confirm the discursive power of the 
Victorian prison. Consequently, they have received only cursory attention 
from scholars. More interested in the ways that inmates subverted power 
than in their apparent complicity with it, historians have been skeptical of 
prisoner avowals of contrition, thankfulness, and reformed character. 
Possessing meagre skills in literacy, prisoners “were suddenly overwhelmed 
by the full impact of self-confident middle-class evangelical religious and 
moral propaganda,” contended Ursula Henriques; “[t]he techniques 
described as deterrence and reformation might nowadays be called brain-
washing.”15 By contrast, Ignatieff emphasized less the susceptibility of 
prison scholars than the gullibility of their teachers. The “repeated credulity 
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of Victorian chaplains,” and the middle-class more generally, “towards 
patently contrived criminal repentances” revealed their “desire for a social 
order based on deferential reconciliation.”16 Recent scholars have accorded 
inmates more agency and capacity for resistance, interpreting apparently 
“confessional” testimony as a form of mimicry whereby inmates mouthed 
the words their instructors wished to hear.17 Yet no one has attempted to 
identify the “authors” of these first-person – and frequently anonymized - 
narratives, nor to read their testimony in the context of their life histories.18 
While we should be alert to the mediated nature of prisoner 
testimony, David Englander’s analysis of letters sent by Victorian paupers to 
poor law officials suggests alternative ways of reading the words and 
agency of inmates in total institutions.  Overwhelmingly, workhouse 
complainants abided by the respectful and deferential conventions of the 
petition and memorial. Their correspondence was not “an unmediated 
expression of pauper sentiments,” contended Englander, “[b]ut neither was 
it an inauthentic expression of those sentiments” for, in listing injustices 
and claiming their rights, petitioners defied their “outcast” status and 
asserted their place and entitlements within society.19 Similarly, though the 
responses of prisoners and their relatives captured in Sarah Martin’s papers 
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are inflected by her deeply pious voice, nonetheless they cast light on the 
moral economy of the poor. This testimony allows us to investigate the 
immediate and longer-term reactions of inmates to prison discipline and 
Christian teaching. But it also points to the ways Martin developed her 
work with the Yarmouth poor in answer to their conceptions of need and 
justice, and their expectations of appropriate conduct and Christian charity.  
In preparation for the Prison Inspector’s visit in 1840, Martin 
tabulated a list from the often lengthy entries in her “Liberated Prisoners 
Book.” It showed, “A GLANCE at some Persons who seemed after their 
Imprisonment to have been Reclaimed or Improved,” most of whom she 
had “seen or obtained accounts of” in autumn 1839. The visitor recorded 
thirty-three reformed offenders: their initials, age, offence, ability to read 
and write; their length of stay, behavior in jail, and former character; the 
period since their departure, subsequent employment, whereabouts, 
family relationships, and present character. In some cases, Martin briefly 
cited the “words” of liberated prisoners or their relatives, testifying to their 
reform and gratitude to the teacher.20 By combining references to former 
prisoners in the Inspector’s Reports for 1839 and 1840 and in Martin’s 
memoir, I have identified forty-three apparently reclaimed offenders.21 
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Tracing these individuals through jail, census, parish and convict records,  I 
reconstruct their encounters with the Christian visitor and their post-
committal experience. Before examining how this evidence allows analysis 
of the personal and reciprocal dynamics of Christian charity or “the gift 
exchange,” and the meanings of kindness for the poor, I investigate the 
disciplinary context of Martin’s prison work and the distinctiveness of her 
approach to rehabilitation.   
 
I. Charity and Correction 
Yarmouth Gaol was typical of small, local prisons that were slow to respond 
to improvements advocated by reformers and, from 1835, by the Prison 
Inspectorate.22 That year Inspector Williams found only rudimentary 
classification and frequent communication between all categories of 
inmates.23 By the late 1830s the prison provided separate sleeping and 
living quarters for the sexes and those sentenced to the jail, House of 
Correction, or debtors’ wards, yet it lacked space to keep inmates apart and 
the will to keep them silent.24 Usually it housed between thirty and forty 
prisoners, and most shared sleeping cells and took classes together in day 
rooms. While regulations were exercised with some discretion, as in other 
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local and county jails, complacency characterized the attitude of the jail 
authorities to prisoner welfare; a regular minister was not appointed until 
1831, and a school teacher only after Sarah Martin’s death.25 “[I]f any 
degree of order be observable among the prisoners,” the Inspector 
concluded, it was “solely due to the employment and instruction” provided 
by the prison visitor.26 
In her approach to reclamation Martin deployed the principle of 
“uniting kindness with strictness” advocated by Elizabeth Fry.27 She 
compiled a detailed register of her scholars, sketching their “character” and 
circumstances, while tracking their conduct and learning in her “Everyday 
Book.” 28 Charasmatic and authoritarian, for Martin there was just one 
route to salvation: “Some of her friends only pity and excuse where they 
might correct her,” she wrote of a factory girl sentenced to one month for 
theft but who was “[v]ery obedient and grateful to me;” “Kindness to the 
fallen should be extended to raise and elevate, not excuse!”29 If some 
inmates saw compassion in their teacher’s fierceness, others challenged 
her pedagogical methods and benevolent intentions.30 Though classes were 
supposed to be voluntary, effectively lessons formed part of the jail’s 
correctional regime.31 Some prisoners recognized the disciplinary function 
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of Martin’s lessons and books which she showed the jailor. After she 
informed him of two boys who were insolent when reprimanded for writing 
“bad words” in their books, they complained of “my unkindness in going 
there to get prisoners punished” (my emphasis).32 
 Martin might be read, therefore, as the archetypal Panopticon agent; 
she even described her “pleasing office” at the jail as that of  “an 
observer.”33 But this would be to misrepresent her close, personal 
involvement with inmates. As Richard Ireland has pointed out, the 
penitentiary ideal envisaged a system of classification, supervision and 
inspection that would be fixed, rational and impersonal, but this was 
seldom realized in local and county jails; “The real life of the Victorian 
prison dealt not with categories but with persons, for even when 
categorization took place it did so on the basis of human judgement and 
decision.” 34 Martin’s record keeping was not designed to understand 
criminals as an aggragate but rather to track the reactions of individuals to 
Christian intervention. Her notes betray the influence of reformist 
discourse on delinquency and prison discipline; occasionally she remarked 
that troublesome prisoners might be separated to prevent their 
“contaminating” influence, or put to the tread-wheel.35 Nevertheless, her 
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approach to reclamation was grounded more in day-to-day interactions 
with inmates than in contemporary penology.    
Analysis of 721 admissions for the three years 1839-41 provides a 
snapshot of the jail population she taught, though in the following 
discussion, the 89 individuals committed for debt are excluded since Martin 
rarely worked with debtors.36 Of 632 committals on charges of crimes and 
misdemeanors, over 80% were heard summarily and most were of a petty 
nature, relating to public order, vagrancy, pilfering, and so on.37 Almost all 
those charged came from the working classes, with roughly a third of males 
entered as employed or apprenticed in a trade, a third as laborers or 
hawkers, and nearly a fifth as having gone to sea. 15.5% of inmates were 
female, of whom about two-thirds were single, and whose occupation, if 
listed, was mostly factory worker, servant, or prostitute.38 Over half of 
prisoners were under twenty-one, and nearly all came from Yarmouth and 
its vicinities or the wider county of Norfolk. Repeat offenders, as Martin 
knew well, constituted a substantial proportion of the jail’s population and 
its more refractory residents. Preventing recidivism was one of the major 
goals of her work with inmates and liberated prisoners.   
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In the absense of systematic national data on recidivism prior to the 
Police Act of 1856, scholars have dismissed contemporary anxieties about 
the nature and extent of habitual criminality. However, since there has 
been almost no historical analysis of actual repeat offenders in the early 
nineteenth century, we have little sense of how widespread recidivism was, 
nor its consequences for individuals and their families.39 In the years 1839-
1841, 493 individuals were admitted for crimes or misdemeanors; a quarter 
(124) had been committed previously in that period, or were listed with a 
prior conviction. These repeat offenders were responsible for 41.6% of the 
total number of charges and many returned several times before they were 
transported, desisted, or learned to evade detection.40 Martin never 
tolerated the “excuse” that want justified crime and yet her account books 
reveal how she understood that poverty and unemployment often lead to 
persistent criminality. Consequently, she supplemented moral and spiritual 
guidance with carefully calculated practical assistance and supervision.  
As well as preaching sermons and teaching literacy through the Bible, 
Martin provided tools and materials so inmates could learn new skills and 
support themselves on release. Further assistance was given to help 
discharged prisoners find work, though it was withdrawn from those who 
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returned to “bad habits.” With a bad leg and no work, J.M. was given 1s. 
6d. to cover his rent for three weeks; a shilling to buy sticks to sell when his 
leg recovered; 3s. for a new pair of shoes; and 1s. 9d. for bread while he 
searched for employment. Martin’s approach to “useful work” was 
grounded in an astute understanding of the opportunities provided by - and 
requirements needed to labor in - the mixed economy of the port: “Tools 
for T. M-: saw, 2s. 6d.; sway, 2s.; hand-plain, 1s.; square, 6d.; compasses, 
6d.; stock shave, 6d.”41  
Martin’s practical knowledge of the labor market derived from her 
social proximity to inmates. Like other Christian philanthropists, she spoke 
to prisoners as a “friend” and “fellow sinner” but she was exceptional in 
being a working woman and their neighbor, in contrast to wealthy and 
connected reformers like John Howard and Elizabeth Fry.42 Orphaned in 
childhood,  Martin was raised by her grandmother, a glove-maker, and 
from the age of fifteen worked as a dressmaker.43 The visitor lived among 
those she served, renting a two-room apartment in one of the narrow rows 
surrounding the jail, which housed the port’s laboring population and 
where most inmates resided.44   
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Martin was no detached observer, therefore, nor distant lady do-
gooder and her presence within their own community may have 
predisposed prisoners and their families to her guidance. As Frank 
Prochaska has pointed out, Martin is comparable with the “countless 
working-class philanthropists” who taught in Sunday Schools, joined the 
temperance movement, subscribed to charities and friendly societies, or 
set up their own benevolent associations. While such lowly philanthropists 
might represent the “deferential” poor who supported social harmony and 
“Church and King”, as Prochaska suggested, many, including Martin, were 
anything but deferent in their vociferous piety and fierce independence.45  
The visitor resisted any intervention that might jeopardize her 
standing with prisoners, for only if she worked voluntarily would they 
understand they must freely accept the Lord’s message. By the late 1830s 
Martin spent most days in the jail but in 1841, when the town corporation 
sought to acknowledge her service by paying her £12 per annum, she 
fought remuneration “as an odious thing, a fetter,” only relenting when the 
authorities threatened to bar her from the jail.46 With an allowance of a 
day’s wage from a female benefactor, donations from Fry’s Ladies’ 
Association, and sale of prisoners’ work – baby-linen, spoons, seals, straw 
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hats, and more - she ploughed over £400 into her prison charities. Inmates 
were recruited, therefore, to Martin’s charitable enterprise, working not 
just for their own improvement, but to benefit other discharged 
prisoners.47  
Though some inmates saw Martin’s intervention as coercive, there is 
ample evidence that many viewed her as an independent, powerful 
advocate who might arbitrate between themselves and authority, whether 
the jailor, magistrates or employers. Prisoners, Martin insisted, should 
accept her guidance and support as the “gift” of God, for whom she was 
merely the  vessel.48 She expected them to engage with her as their friend 
and instructor, rather than patron. Accepting her kindness need not have 
equated with deference and submission, as we can see by examining the 
responses of two former inmates, discussed below, to their prison 
educaton. Their declarations of gratitude raise questions about how 
historians have understood the significance of Christian giving and receiving 
for the poor.  
 
II. Kindness and the Gift Exchange 
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In 1835 six members of a smuggling gang served six months for illegal 
trafficking, during which time Martin urged them to renounce a profession 
involving “fraud and habitual lying.” Embracing her values meant giving up 
a trade that offered the seamen independence, male friendship, mutuality, 
and some comfort and security for their families. They would have to 
forsake, for instance, the smugglers’ club that supported them while in 
prison yet, apparently, they left determined to follow the Christian course 
laid out by their teacher.49  
Charles Redwood, master of the vessel, was without work for 
fourteen months with a wife and family to maintain but, in 1840 and no 
longer in need, he called on Martin to tell her he was now master of a 
“respectable” merchant’s ship. He presented his teacher with a vase 
covered in shells and a “curious” glass box, brought back from France; “[h]is 
gratitude,” Martin related, “for what he thought his obligation to me.” 
Neither could Edward Cole reconcile his unlawful occupation with his 
Christian education. In letters to Martin, the sailor and his wife explained 
his determination to abandon smuggling. Cole obtained work on a schooner 
and twice visited Martin, recounting the struggles of his former shipmates 
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to leave their trade. By August 1840, he told her, all had ceased 
trafficking.50 
The mariners’ desire to let their teacher know her work had not been 
wasted and to repay her kindness with a small gift or heartfelt testimony is 
striking, for they appear to have been enacting their sense of obligation 
that traditionally characterized Christian charity. In his anthropological 
examination of the “gift exchange” in archaic societies, Marcel Mauss 
proposed that acts of giving and receiving, while apparently “voluntary, 
disinterested and spontaneous” were “in fact, obligatory and interested,”  
while the  “accompanying behavior,” though ostensibly generous, can more 
accurately be categorized as “formal pretence and social deception.”51 His 
approach has inspired numerous historical examinations of relations 
between rich and poor, and the cultural meanings attached to charitable 
activities. In pre-modern societies, scholars have argued, reciprocal giving 
confirmed social bonds and solidarity but held in place relationships of 
patronage and inequality.52 
Christian obligation and reciprocity have been seen as girding the 
paternalist ideals and structure of pre-industrial society. As these gave way 
to free-market values with urbanization and industrialization, only the 
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deserving – those prepared to work hard, provide for their families, and 
teach their children the Bible – were deemed worthy of assistance. 
Increasingly, relief was no longer given freely but had to be earned. Not 
only must recipients appear grateful, they must convince the donor they 
had internalized acceptable social norms. Thus, for many scholars, charity 
constituted a form of ideological discipline, accommodating the poor to the 
class structures and ethos of industrial society.53 Nonetheless, most have 
doubted the optimistic claims made by philanthropists of success in 
winning the laboring classes to industry, sobriety and domesticity. In short, 
many historians have speculated that recipients of charity merely repeated 
the words their benefactors wanted to hear.54 
New work on kindness, however, offers an alternative way of 
interpreting the interaction between the Christian teacher and former 
smugglers.55 In an essay on the “practice of kindness” among the early 
modern elite, Linda Pollock has criticized the “coldly functional approach” 
of studies that “strip social relationships of their intrinsic warmth.” 
Kindness was a word employed liberally in aristocratic correspondence to 
cement bonds of patronage, confer and answer favor, foster civility, 
smooth over disagreements and molify complaints. We should not assume, 
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Pollock cautioned, that it served only to mask power and injustice for, as a 
“cluster concept,” kindness connected ideals and practices of “civility, 
courtesy, hospitality, gentleness, love, liberality, amity, mercy, favour and 
comfort.” Above all, “kindness was simultaneously an act of giving and a 
loving disposition of mind.”56 Identifying its meanings for people in the 
past, Pollock suggested, allows us to examine the experience of affect that 
has been missing from historical investigations of the gift exchange.  
By contrast with the copious terminology of kindness in early modern 
elite writing, Martin rarely deployed the words “kind” or “compassion” in 
her surviving journals and sermons, but it was at the heart of her Christian 
message and the behavior she urged prisoners to adopt.57  Crucially, it 
involved meeting ties of Christian kinship – taking care of family, neighbors, 
friends and fellow sinners, and not just the individual soul. In tracing the 
meanings of kindness for prisoners, their families and the visitor, therefore, 
we must attend to social and personal interactions rather than exclusively 
to spoken and written discourse.  
Mateship, for instance, had bound the six seamen as a crew and, it 
seems, underpinned their “reclamation” in prison and sustained it on 
release. Camaraderie with and pressure from cellmates influenced other 
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prisoners in their responses to Martin’s instruction. Studies of religious 
education in the penal system have emphasized its role as an individualizing 
technique of power, subjecting the prisoner to the authority of the Bible, 
chaplain, schoolteacher, and prison regime.58 However, while many 
inmates at Yarmouth will have been swayed, at least temporarily, by 
Martin’s charismatic power, the success of her pedagogy rested on 
relationships between her students.59 At the end of their sentences, the six 
smugglers addressed the jail congregation “and entreated them to listen to 
[Martin’s] advice, and treat her with respect.”60 In urging prisoners attend 
to Martin’s word, the sailors appealed to their kindly feeling towards a 
teacher motivated by compassion for them. The mariners were no passive 
recipients of Christian instruction but had become its active promulagators.  
The sailors’ communal display of gratitude and private 
acknowledgement of their debt should not be reduced to the performance 
of customary deference and politeness; rather it demonstrated 
responsibility for themselves and care for others. After discharge, Redwood 
and Cole seem to have looked out for their former shipmates, encouraging 
them to follow the path set by Martin. That the two men went out of their 
way to thank their teacher suggests not only pride in overcoming 
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substantial challenges en route to what Redwood termed a “respectable” 
living, but also their desire to release Martin from the burden of their care. 
Perhaps this was the meaning of Redwood’s presents, showing he was 
finally in the position to “gift” his teacher as her equal.  
It is telling, nevertheless, that Redwood expressed his thankfulness to 
Martin with two ornaments, for her response to these “curious” presents 
hints at the differences between her strict and pious conception of duty 
and alternative expectations of friendship and generosity among the poor. 
Little “luxuries” - objects of display rather than utility - were the means by 
which many laboring people expressed hospitality and liberality, often to 
the disapprobation of domestic missionaries and charity workers.61 Martin 
generally disapproved such trinkets but, in this instance, appears to have 
understood the significance of the gifts for the seaman, and accepted them 
graciously.   
Redwood continued working as a mariner and his sons followed him 
to sea. The census returns suggest the precariousness of this living and 
interdependence of family members that may have predisposed him to 
Martin’s gospel of Christian kinship. In 1851 his household included his 
widowed daughter, a mother-of-two, who labored as a charwoman. In 
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1861, two years after Redwood’s death, his daughter, now married to a 
seaman, was living next door to her mother who was caring for two of her 
grandchildren.62 The census records seem to confirm Redwood’s 
attachment to a family that shared his conception of kinship ties and 
responsibility.  
Pollock has proposed “a new approach to exploring values and 
culture, one intended to move social history beyond the analysis of 
material conditions and power relations” and “which does not privilege 
instrumental relations at the expense of affective ones.”63 Interactions, 
however, between the Christian visitor and former offenders, such as 
Redmond and Cole, cannot be understood beyond – or apart from - the 
material conditions and fields of power that structured laboring-class life in 
and around Great Yarmouth, nor the dynamics of the criminal justice 
system. But neither are they entirely reducible to power as we can see by 
exploring the encounters between Martin and prisoners’ families. 
        
III. Families and Keeping Straight 
There is no indication that Martin questioned or challenged the economic 
inequities and social injustices that brought many offenders to jail, or left 
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their families destitute. When prisoners raised such issues, she refused 
their protest, advising they submit to divine grace.64 She could, 
nonetheless, help them activate considerable discretionary powers that 
operated within the local judicial system.65 In her study of London police 
courts from the 1820s onwards, Jennifer Davis has argued that the 
legitimacy and effectiveness of stipendiary magistrates as agents of law 
enforcement depended on their being seen to be fair towards their 
predominantly working-class clientele. Daily interaction with the poor led 
some magistrates to interpret their responsibility as providing “a poor 
man’s system of justice,” independent counsel, and monetary assistance to 
those in need.66 Similarly, the poor of Yarmouth appear to have called on 
Martin to act as their advocate as well as an unofficial relieving agent. 
Sometimes she attended Quarter Sessions and may have advised the 
Justices about the character of those in the dock. Certainly magistrates 
were among the regular subscribers to her charities and, via Martin, gave 
small sums of money to inmates on release.67 Frequently she supplemented 
the meagre assistance that the jail authorities doled out to destitute 
prisoners, and even persuaded masters to re-employ contrite offenders.68 
The convicted and their relatives seem to have viewed Martin, therefore, 
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not only as a purveyor of alms, but as an influential mediator who could 
negotiate on their behalf with the authorities and employers. 
James Nudd’s wife, for instance, approached Martin when her family 
faced the workhouse. To feed their four children during the fisherman’s six 
month sentence for stealing deals out of the sea, Elizabeth had to sell the 
donkey her husband used to hawk fish, and ask the parish for outdoor 
relief. She turned to Martin in desperation when parochial officials  
miscalculated the date of Nudd’s release and refused to reconsider their 
decision to withdraw the family’s bread allowance. “They must all have 
gone into the workhouse, except some efficient means of support had been 
immediately adopted,” concluded Martin.69  
What persuasive powers did Elizabeth Nudd use to convince Martin 
of her husband’s worthiness and dire need of her young family? Though the 
teacher judged Nudd’s behavior in jail as “good,” he had been in prison 
before and was “too fond of public houses.” Nonetheless, Martin cajoled 
the magistrates into paying £1 for a donkey, and authorized Nudd to seek 
an animal. The discharged prisoner did not take advantage of this charity, 
finding an ass, with change to spare, for 18 shillings; “He engages to lead 
the donkey frequently to my residence for me to see, and inform me of his 
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success.” Elizabeth Nudd took care to assure Martin of her husband’s 
conduct; “His wife says he has been a most improved character.” Like other 
“reclaimed” prisoners and their relatives, both husband and wife 
“acknowledged his imprisonment to have been a good thing.” Martin last 
recorded the family in the “Liberated Prisoners Book” six months later, 
noting they “greatly valued” the donkey.70 The census returns suggest the 
purchase not only saved the family from the workhouse but helped Nudd 
secure an independent livelihood. For the rest of his life he worked as a 
carter and his sons followed him into the same trade.71  
In the first historical work to examine the long-term effects of 
criminality and punishment on Victorian offenders, Barry Godfrey, David 
Cox, and Stephen Farrall have plotted the life cycles of “habitual offenders” 
in late nineteenth-century Crewe. Regular employment and a decent 
enough home, frequently combined with marriage and settled family life, 
were key factors, they found, in enabling desistance from crime.72 
Investigation of the post-committal experience of Yarmouth’s liberated 
prisoners suggests similar patterns of desistance but also allows us to 
speculate on how a specific intervention could instigate or accelerate this 
process.73  Desire to support a family was probably the most significant 
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element in keeping ex-offenders out of trouble and, consequently, older 
and married prisoners were more susceptible to reclamation. Twenty-seven 
of the forty-three liberated prisoners were aged eighteen or over (62.8%). 
Only two of these - both men – appear to have been reconvicted.74  
Kindness towards dependents was, for Martin, a principal 
characteristic of the reclaimed offender. Christian instruction seems to 
have given some men a newfound sense of marital fidelity and paternal 
obligation. Matthew Wade abandoned his children after his wife died. He 
served twelve months for embezzling from his master and Martin doubted 
his “assurances of future good conduct,” but on release he had been 
“industrious and upright,” “a kind parent to his children.” Wade remarried 
and in 1841 was supporting his own children and those of his new wife as a 
coalheaver.75 Similarly, in 1821, James Bull had left his wife and family, 
offering himself in marriage to another woman, only to be committed for 
six months for felony. On discharge he returned to his family, “became a 
good husband, and never deserted them after.”76 In 1841 he was still with 
his family and his eldest son had adopted his trade as a bricklayer.77 Census 
returns show that sons of many former male offenders followed in their 
father’s trade. These employment patterns are a fair indicator both of 
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family stability and the capacity of former offenders to fulfil at least one of 
the prime responsibilities of fatherhood – initiating sons into the labor 
force.78  
If rehabilitation depended on the commitment of offenders to 
renounce some of their former habits, of equal importance was the 
determination of  family members to keep errant relatives on the right 
track.  The builder Henry Howard was, according to Martin, “one of the 
most thoughtless of men,” convicted of stealing a wooden box and fifteen 
pennies. He could neither read nor write and, sentenced to one month, 
declined instruction in jail. Yet, on his release, Martin visited Howard’s 
family, leaving his “two fine boys” with a book to teach their father every 
evening. A few days later Mrs Howard told Martin she had spent “the 
happiest Sunday” for many years. Her husband could read the first leaf of 
his Lesson Book and “her heart was full of thankfulness.” Martin pledged to 
see the boys frequently and “superintend” the father’s progress “in the 
hope that attachment to his home and family may follow, and the public 
house be forsaken.” Never reconvicted, Howard was working as a builder in 
1841 and his eldest son had entered his trade.79   
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Mrs Howard may have felt compelled to present her husband to Miss 
Martin as a convert to sober domesticity but, just as plausibly, along with 
other wives, she may have welcomed Martin’s homely Christian values and 
expressed gratitude to the teacher for persuading her husband to abandon 
the alehouse. Many working-class women were attracted to temperance 
knowing that excessive drinking could result in destitution and violence.80 
Yarmouth had yet to see the development of independent working-class 
movements that elsewhere were offering alternative venues of rational 
recreation to the tavern for working men, and sometimes their families.81 
Heavy-drinking based around male occupations, drew considerable 
numbers of individuals into offending, particularly in relation to public 
order and work-based appropriation.82 Employment was structured around 
exclusively male occupations connected with the port: sea-faring, rope-
making, laboring, and so on. Only Grout’s silk factory had a workforce of 
young, single women and, outside of service, opportunities for female 
employment, such as plain needlework and braiding nets, were limited and 
low-paid. Most married women relied on their husbands bringing in a 
regular income and had much to gain from securing their attachment to the 
home.83  
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Families, therefore, could play a crucial role in keeping former 
inmates on the straight-and-narrow and some co-operated with Martin by 
updating her on the progress of ex-offenders and seeking help in dealing 
with troublemakers. Relatives persuaded the teacher to extend yet another 
chance to those who had resisted reclamation. After his parents died, 
Benjamin Beverley was raised by his aunt who turned him out of her house 
when he threatened to stab her. Thereafter, he lived in outhouses and was 
jailed four times for thieving. Following his last imprisonment for breaching 
the peace, Martin refused to visit the boy but relented after an appeal from 
his aunt who insisted he wished to reform. Three years since discharge 
Beverley was “perfectly reclaimed,” and his aunt proudly reported he was 
“the man before the mast” on a merchant vessel and “respected” by his 
master.84  
If relatives helped ex-offenders stay out of trouble,  some liberated 
prisoners seem to have striven to share their religious teaching with their 
family. Susan Barnard was indifferent to instruction during her first 
imprisonment for larceny in 1832 and appeared similarly reluctant on her 
return in 1835.85 She carefully made her needlework neat on the outside 
but, like other truculent female prisoners, left the inside undone. After a 
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couple of months she settled down, and by the year’s end could read and 
was “perfectly reclaimed.” Subsequently she “had been the means of 
reclaiming her husband,” a sawyer. Barnard met Martin once a month, and 
contact with the teacher may have helped her keep straight, for she 
“suffer[ed] much from poverty and illness, without complaint.”86 Six of the 
forty-three liberated prisoners (14%) were women, proportionate with 
their number in jail. None re-offended.  
We might read the purported efforts of ex-offenders to share 
religious principles with their family as evidence of genuine commitment to 
Christian reform. Yet they and their relatives had much to gain from Martin 
and it will have been in their interest to appear well in her eyes. Did the 
shoebinder, Eleanor Simmonds, for instance, make sure she presented 
herself as a “respectable” married woman, who, “though very poor,” 
“conducts a family as she ought,” pledging to keep for her eldest child the 
Testament given by her former teacher? I can find no record of Simmonds’s 
marriage and she was always entered in the census under her birthname.87 
The brief sketches of discharged prisoners that Martin gave the Prison 
Inspector only hint at accommodations they may have made to retain the 
teacher’s approbation. Longer extracts in Martin’s memoir from the 
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“Liberated Prisoners Book” suggest the tenor of these encounters; the 
challenges many faced returning to work, family, and social life; and the 
experiences of those who could not match their teacher’s exacting 
expectations. But, as the following two cases illustrate, even those who 
lapsed from, or refused to accept, Martin’s strict program of reform may 
not have been indifferent to her teaching.   
 
IV. Resistance and Negotiation 
Though some prisoners proved receptive to Martin’s emphasis on kindly 
obligation, we must assume that many struggled to reconcile habits of 
moderation and temperance with the pleasures and solidarities of 
traditional laboring-class culture, especially when these were integrated 
into the routines of working life. Of the two adult liberated prisoners who 
reoffended, neither appears to have entered a skilled trade. During six-
months for felony Thomas Ellis, aged twenty-three, was “uncommonly 
diligent and obedient” and “laboured hard to learn” despite “inferior 
capacity and imperfect memory.” On release he could read easy lessons 
from Scripture.88 Ellis returned to salt-fishing and unwisely visited his 
teacher after the end-of-season festivities. Probably he did so out of pride 
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rather than bravado, for he seems to have wanted her to recognize his 
accomplishments as wage-earner and provider. He appeared “quite smart” 
with a “a new hat on, new blue slop, yellow silk handkerchief.”  Martin was 
suspicious: “‘You have been to the ale house?’” “‘Yes,’ he replied, ‘but not 
to drink, we have had our making up dinner, the owners pay for it; I only 
took a little ale; I was forced to it.’” Martin was unconvinced: “‘Ale is poison 
with you; I wish you would spare a little money for the savings’-bank.’”89  
Like so many of the laboring poor who disappointed domestic 
visitors, Ellis had opted for consumption and display over future security. 
Martin’s report of her conversation with Ellis, however, suggests less his 
outright resistance to her exacting expectations of Christian manhood than 
uncertainty over precisely what these entailed. His answer to Martin’s 
lecture, intentionally or not, asserted kindness and liberality over prudence; 
“‘for I bought my mother a gown, and a pair of shoes; and my sister a new 
gown, and a hat, for they are so poor; and my sister’s child a new frock.’” 
He tried again to impress his teacher, telling her about  “‘two such beautiful 
books’” he had bought. He must have been disappointed. “‘How foolish! 
why not let me buy them for you; what are they about?’ ‘I don’t know;  may 
I bring them to show you? and may I write you some copies on paper, to 
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make you a present of, because you taught me?’” Ellis still sought his 
teacher’s approbation; perhaps he hoped for further assistance or wanted 
to give her something in return for her attention. Martin was cautious: “I 
told him to bring the books, as I wished to see him again. His kind feeling to 
his mother is right. The public house was his ruin at first, and with this want 
of firmness, much is to be feared.” 90  
It is doubtful Ellis stayed out of the alehouse. In 1841, and recently 
married, he was remanded for striking a policeman. Such assaults invariably 
involved drunkenness. If, as a young man, Ellis took pride in treating his 
family, he seems to have struggled to hold down a permanent occupation 
for prison and census records show him in low-paid, unskilled, casual jobs: 
gardening, fishing, salting, laboring. His wife had to manage without him 
when he was sentenced to twelve months in 1844 for stealing rope. It was 
his last conviction. In 1851, when Thomas and Johanna Ellis were entered in 
the census as coalheaver and silkweaver, it appears he had yet to achieve 
one of the prime criteria of independent manhood; the ability to maintain 
his wife at home.91  
The prisoners Martin found most difficult to influence were juvenile 
males and they were also the most likely to reoffend. Since the 1780s, as 
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Peter King has shown,  magistrates in many localities had devised strategies 
for keeping young offenders, especially first-timers, out of prison - fines, 
whipping, admission to reformatories - to prevent their being “schooled in 
crime” by “hardened criminals.” At Yarmouth, by contrast, imprisonment - 
often combined with a short period of solitary confinement - was, by the 
late 1830s, the only form of punishment used short of transportation. Rates 
of juvenile incarceration were high. In the years 1839-41, those aged 
eighteen or under represented 41% of the prison population at Yarmouth, 
in comparison with 30% in London and well under 20% in Bedfordshire.92 
Recidivism rates at Yarmouth were highest among juveniles. Of 255 cases 
involving repeat offenders, 1839-41, where age was entered, 62% were 
under twenty-one; 45% under eighteen.  
Juveniles were by far the most disruptive inmates and the most 
frequently punished for disciplinary infractions. Martin devoted particular 
attention to these prisoners, especially during and following their first 
commitment, seeking their admission to a Sunday school on release and 
setting them up with the means of earning. Despite her hopes for sixteen 
juveniles listed as Liberated Prisoners, half were reconvicted of whom four 
would be transported. Robert Harrod’s history illustrates the challenges 
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faced by these boys if they were to follow Martin’s course and the many 
pressures that diverted them from it.  
Aged nineteen, Harrod was sentenced with two other lads to seven 
years transportation in 1844 for stealing £4 6s. from a public house.93 All 
had been in and out of Yarmouth Gaol. Having absconded from his 
apprenticeship to a twinespinner, in 1840 Harrod had been one of five boys 
Martin labored to save from delinquency. No matter how genially it was 
received, Martin’s kindness and evident affection for these boys could not 
compete with the lure of youthful camaraderie.94 Within a year Harrod was 
recommitted. Unlike most of her young charges, Martin believed he had 
“good and careful parents” who struggled to keep their “wilfully idle” son 
from roaming at night with his companions.95  
Probably Harrod’s family life was more troubled than Martin realized.  
Like many young offenders, he had lost his father and was living with a 
step-father, a twinespinner.96 Family conflict seems to have led to his first 
prison sentence at the age of twelve in 1837 when, at his mother’s request, 
he was committed for a week for absenting himself from home. That 
commital reminds us of the attachment of many working-class people to 
familial and communal codes of conduct and order, and their willingness to 
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appeal to the magistracy to enforce these standards when they were 
flouted by relatives or neighbors.97 Following Harrod’s release in 1840, his 
mother appears to have found in Martin an ally in keeping her son under 
supervision. The boy called on Martin to say he hoped to go to sea, perhaps 
wishing to escape from ropemaking and his step-father. She gave him a pair 
of scales, weights, a basket, and a stone of sprats. Proudly Harrod returned 
to say he had made ninepence and given his mother some money; “I shall 
see his mother soon, although I believe the boy, at this time, is going on 
rightly.”98  
On one of Harrod’s visits to Martin she showed him a letter from a 
former inmate; apparently she used examples of reclaimed offenders to 
encourage the newly discharged. The teacher’s stilted report of Harrod’s 
reply hints at the difficulties faced by the letter-writer and the boy’s 
uncertainty about his own future. “‘’Tis a nice letter,’” Harrod said, vowing 
not to return to jail; “‘I wish he could get some work; when people come 
out of that place ’tis a hard matter; thank God, I have got work.’”99 Harrod’s 
response conveys, perhaps, something of his desire – at least some of the 
time - to meet his teacher’s approval and become a “good man.” Yet there 
seems hesitation too: uncertainty about what he wanted and what might 
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be possible; recognition of the challenges in going straight and what he 
must give up. The teacher’s faith was not rewarded. Harrod served ten 
imprisonments at Yarmouth and, though he learned to read and write 
under Martin, was put in solitary seven times for misbehaving during 
lessons, talking in divine service, unruliness and fighting.100 Read in 
conjunction, Martin’s journals and the penal records suggest a boy torn by 
different ways forward: the drudgery of ropemaking; hardship at home; 
adventures of a life at sea; pride in earning his own living; high-jinks with 
his free-and-easy mates.  
Documentation concerning Harrod’s life in Van Diemen’s Land shows 
him opting for an alternative life to that mapped by Martin. On arrival he 
seems to have calmed down, getting through his probation with a clean 
record until, weeks before his ticket-of-leave was due, he was convicted of 
stealing an axe with two young men, one a former inmate from Yarmouth. 
The patterns of juvenile friendship, so feared by penal reformers, were 
difficult to break and the “old companions” paid hard for an offence that 
probably began in fun, serving twelve months hard labor. None 
reoffended.101 Harrod found employment with a small-time farmer, boat 
owner, and publican who was in and out of the insolvency courts, losing 
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several premises in mysterious fires. The boy must have liked this chancer 
with whom he stayed, learning to sail and compete in the annual regatta.102 
Under a very different mentorship to Martin’s, Harrod was inducted into 
the rituals of adult male employment, sport and sociability, achieving his 
ambition to go to sea that he had nursed with his Yarmouth teacher.  
The discipline of work and the values of manly independence appear 
to have anchored Harrod; he married and established a stable family life. 
The literacy skills acquired with Martin surely helped him become his own 
man, with a boat business shunting goods, and managing a hotel and 
store.103 The Tasmanian records reveal, however, how far Harrod’s lifestyle 
departed from the sober conduct advocated by Martin; the publican and 
his hotel were renown for heavy drinking.104 They also show the economic 
vagaries that will have unsettled many former prisoners, whether 
transported or remaining in Yarmouth, and whether committed or not to 
moral probity. Loss of Harrod’s boat in a storm, shortly before his death, 
bankrupted  his widow who had to sell her possessions - sofa, chairs, tables, 
bedsteads, bedding, culinary utensils - the small comforts that a life of 
industry, if not sobriety, had bought. 105  
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While Robert Harrod and Thomas Ellis exemplify the kinds of 
prisoners who proved unwilling or unable to adopt the strict code of 
Christian conduct exhorted by Sarah Martin, neither was indifferent to her 
teaching or interest in them. Both sought her good opinion. Their desire for 
approval cannot be explained simply as calculation and opportunism, even 
though they undoubtedly hoped to gain from her assistance. Martin’s 
journals are full of her chiding remarks to prisoners but show how most 
attempted to improve their skills in literacy and employment, and many 
encouraged others to do likewise. Few were vehemently and consistently 
resistant to her teaching or her care. Reputedly, the prisoners called her 
“the good Miss Martin” – an encomium that suggests they valued the 
attention she showed them.106 What are the implications of these intimate 
relationships between Martin and the laboring poor, inside and outside 
Yarmouth’s jail, for understanding the philanthropic exchange in the wider 
prison sector and society? 
         
V. Rethinking Philanthropy 
In an early revisionist interrogation of his study, A Just Measure of Pain and 
Foucault’s Discipline and Punish, Michael Ignatieff questioned the social 
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control thesis implicit in each work, with their emphasis on the reformative 
project as a strategy of class rule. Crucially, neither account acknowledged 
the significance of  normative values and ideas about social order within 
non-elite groups. Certainly reformers and state-bodies strove to drive a 
wedge between the deserving and undeserving, delinquent and industrious 
poor. But, Ignatieff pointed out, similar lines of demarcation were drawn by 
the working classes, “both in their resort to law and in the informal 
sanctioning of behavior which enforced their codes of respectability.” 107   
The codes of respectability to which Ignatieff gestured were not 
embraced uniformally by the laboring poor. They could be the source of 
conflict and negotiation among them, as shown by Martin, a working 
woman herself, and by interactions between the family members with 
whom she dealt. Some relatives turned to Martin precisely because they 
saw her as an enforcer of ideals which they held dear. In an economy of 
scarcity, the values of industry, honesty, familial care, mutuality and 
neighborliness were integral to the survival strategies of many working 
people. But these values were shaped too by a broadly Christian outlook 
that demanded individual responsibility and fellowship with others. It 
appears to have been this personal and involved model of character that 
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resonated forcefully with considerable numbers of prisoners, rather than 
the atomized “modern individual subject” that we associate with 
disciplinary society.  
Following Gareth Stedman Jones, scholars have suggested the poor 
took what they could get from the army of charity workers and missionaries 
that passed through their streets, but remained indifferent to an alien 
value-system of respectability, thrift and restraint.108 As Peter Mandler put 
it, the poor learned to “coax” from their social superiors the assistance that 
formerly had been considered their right, yet the “use” they made of hard-
won charity differed invariably from that intended by the benefactor.109 
This approach usefully stresses the agency of the poor in getting what they 
needed but may overstate their opportunism and calculation. Obscured are 
feelings of kindness and mutual understanding that might be forged 
between the parties.110 The concerns and hopes of donors and recipients 
may not have diverged quite so often nor always as sharply as Stedman 
Jones and Mandler implied. To appreciate why former offenders were keen 
to thank Martin for her attention, we need to consider the many ways in 
which the poor participated in the charitable transaction rather than seeing 
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them in the one-dimensional guises of passive recipient, manipulative 
exploiter, or defiant transgressor of ideology. 
The complex dynamic between givers and receivers of charity and 
“improvement” might be teased, therefore, from the interstices between 
philanthropic discourse and documentary evidence about the lives of the 
poor, as I have sought to do by comparing the visitor’s journals and records 
relating to the convicted. In line with other reformers, Martin wished to 
prevent the “contaminating influences” of offenders over each other and 
yet, through day-to-day contact with inmates, she found they could 
exercise a beneficial influence over each other, and her teaching sought to 
harness their desire to act well for others.111 That Martin’s reclamation 
project developed out of her engagement with, and in response to, 
prisoners should remind us not to judge reformers entirely on what they 
said, for their practice might be more flexible, imaginative and kind-hearted 
than their public pronouncements admitted.112 
Significantly the favorable reviews of Martin’s memoir, that brought 
her work before the public in the late 1840s, highlighted the sympathetic 
and personal nature of her engagement with prisoners and their families.113 
Many echoed the Prison Inspector’s call that Discharged Prisoner Aid 
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Societies should be established along the line set out by Martin.114 Until the 
end of the century, Martin’s work was cited in treatises on prison discipline 
and prisoner reclamation, and seems to have encouraged some reformers 
to turn their attention to the welfare of prisoners’ families and to 
supporting former offenders. Since her early efforts at Newgate, Elizabeth 
Fry had regretted the British Ladies’ Society for Promoting the Reformation 
of Female Prisoners lacked resources to support liberated prisoners. On a 
tour of Yarmouth Gaol in 1832, Fry met Martin and approved her work, and 
subsequently she endeavoured to form societies for the relief of ex-
offenders.115 The prominent jail chaplains, John Field at Reading and John 
Clay at Preston, commended Martin’s work with liberated prisoners and 
also provided some assistance to inmates on release.116 In 1850 the 
chaplain at Chester Castle Gaol planned to visit former offenders in their 
homes.117 Yet no substantive policy was developed towards post-prison 
welfare by the Christian reformers, who were divided by the different 
weight they placed on discipline and reclamation, strictness and kindness, 
and who practiced quite distinctive approaches to the management, 
employment and education of prisoners.118   
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By mid-century, the Christian reformers were under sustained attack 
from critics, who ridiculed their credulity in falling for what Dickens called 
the “pattern penitence” of offenders, and challenged their claim that 
scriptural instruction in prisons reduced recidivism.119 The appearance of 
contrite prisoner memoirs in the 1840s and 1850s may testify to the 
waining influence of moral reformers rather than, as has often been 
assumed, their success. Locked in a policy debate over whether the silent 
association of inmates or their solitary confinement was the better means 
of correction, the Prison Inspectorate ignored Williams’s recommendations 
for post-discharge welfare. In the late 1840s, corporal punishment was 
reintroduced and by the 1850s the new model penitentiaries were well 
underway to becoming warehouses of incarceration rather than sites of 
rehabilitation.120 In 1862 Joshua Jebb advised the formation of Discharged 
Prisoner Aid Societies but these were slow to develop. By 1887 such a 
society was attached to every prison in England and Wales but in 1896 only 
26,000 men and women were assisted out of 169,137 released. Of fifty 
societies, just eleven helped wives and families while only twenty kept in 
touch with ex-offenders.121 
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VI. Conclusion 
Though Martin steeled herself against disappointment she sought proof of 
lasting redemption, as her “Liberated Prisoners Book” reveals. I have 
followed in her footsteps, scouring prison papers, census returns and parish 
registers for evidence of desistance, and presented what I can find about 
the lives of former offenders.  These sources do not enable us to confirm 
with certainty the enduring influence of Christian instruction on individuals. 
Some “reclaimed offenders” no doubt followed a secularized version of 
Martin’s program. Read alongside each other, however, the fragmentary 
evidence of individual lives illuminates the varied as well as shared 
experiences of those who fell foul of the law in the early nineteenth 
century, and the straitened conditions in which most pieced their lives back 
together.  
When liberated prisoners were successful in keeping out of the law’s 
reach, it was invariably because they had family and friends supporting 
them and found employment, often with Martin’s assistance, that gave 
them some security and the capacity to provide for dependants. This was as 
much the case for those who remained indifferent to Martin’s pious 
conception of respectability as for those who saw “the light.” While 
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inmates and their relatives may have played up to the prison visitor to win 
what they could, many welcomed her intervention for they shared the 
values of honesty, integrity, decency, and industry that were rooted in 
laboring-class life as much as hard-drinking, pleasure-seeking and chance-
taking.  
 In the end we simply have the testimony and actions of former 
offenders and their families affirming Martin’s kindness and instruction had 
made a difference. We should take such evidence seriously. That 
considerable numbers went out of their way to inform the visitor of their 
circumstances or to give her a small token in return for her care should be 
read, I believe, as confirmation of the profound impact she made on many 
individuals, both in terms of their self-respect and the welfare of their 
families. This was far more than the ritualistic, obligatory and deferential 
performance of the “gift exchange.” In thanking Martin for her kindness, 
they sought to demonstrate their own kindliness and capacity to care for 
others – in other words, their agency.    
Historians of crime and deviance have been far more attentive to 
evidence of resistance, to moments when the convicted appear to have 
contested rather than complied with social norms. But the personal cost of 
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deviance, to individuals and their relatives and friends, was high. While 
many ex-offenders may have returned undetected to illicit activities when 
presented with the need or opportunity,  many too, probably the majority, 
opted sooner or later for legitimacy over illegality. If we are to understand 
this as anything other than repression and defeat, we need to examine the 
meanings of moral and social order for the poor, and the role played by 
their conceptions of wrong- and right-doing in social discipline. To hear the 
many voices of the past – to listen to dialogues as well as disputes – we 
need to exercise generosity and openmindedness in our reading of social 
interactions.  
And so to the “liberation” of Thomas Anderson. Prior to a fourteen-
year sentence of transportation for embezzlement in 1822, the warehouse 
man had been “fond of taverns and gaming.” For most of his six months at 
Yarmouth Gaol he resisted Martin’s strictures and the teacher frequently 
discovered him playing cards. Only in the final month did he listen to her 
admonishments and “heartily expressed his thanks to me.” Departing for 
the hulks, he promised his “upright intentions” towards Martin and his 
“amiable wife.” On board the convict ship Caledonia he was orderly and 
well-behaved - a “good man.” He had nothing to gain from Martin when he 
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wrote to her from Van Diemen’s Land wishing her success in instructing 
prisoners. Subsequently, she understood, he had sent for his wife and 
children to join him. We will never know if the letter was written before or 
after he liberated himself from his assignment, absconding four years into 
his sentence, for the authorities never caught up with him and, 
consequently, neither have I.122 
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